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To forgive may be divine . . . The daughter of two Hollywood superstars, Divine Matthews-Hardison lives
the privileged life most fifteen-year-olds only dream of: she's all about designer clothes, awards ceremonies,
parties, and having a name that opens doors. Divine could be a model, an actress, anything she wants. But
when you live in the spotlight, there's nowhere to hide when your family falls apart. Her father is in trouble
with the law, her mother has her own demons, and no one has room for Divine - no one except her uncle, a
Georgia pastor with a modest country home and a big heart. . . . but can Divine ever forgive? Divine can't
believe she's been sent to live with her mom's family in the sticks. Doing chores, getting an allowance, and
church-going are hardly what she's used to, and she lets everyone - from her patient Uncle Reed and Aunt
Phoebe to her cousins, Alyssa and Chance - know she's not trading in her Gucci bags for a feedbag any time
soon. But as the love and faith of a good family take hold in her heart, miraculous changes start to occur.
And when the chance comes to return to her high-flying life, Divine is faced with her toughest decision: Now
that she's found the one thing she's never had, could she ever leave it behind?
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From reader reviews:

Nettie Powers:

This Simply Divine is great publication for you because the content and that is full of information for you
who always deal with world and get to make decision every minute. This particular book reveal it data
accurately using great arrange word or we can claim no rambling sentences inside it. So if you are read the
item hurriedly you can have whole info in it. Doesn't mean it only provides you with straight forward
sentences but hard core information with wonderful delivering sentences. Having Simply Divine in your
hand like getting the world in your arm, details in it is not ridiculous one. We can say that no book that offer
you world inside ten or fifteen tiny right but this e-book already do that. So , this can be good reading book.
Heya Mr. and Mrs. occupied do you still doubt in which?

Doris Trumbull:

This Simply Divine is completely new way for you who has curiosity to look for some information as it
relief your hunger of knowledge. Getting deeper you upon it getting knowledge more you know or else you
who still having little bit of digest in reading this Simply Divine can be the light food to suit your needs
because the information inside this particular book is easy to get through anyone. These books develop itself
in the form that is certainly reachable by anyone, yep I mean in the e-book form. People who think that in
reserve form make them feel sleepy even dizzy this e-book is the answer. So there is no in reading a book
especially this one. You can find what you are looking for. It should be here for an individual. So , don't miss
the idea! Just read this e-book type for your better life as well as knowledge.

Karen Ofarrell:

You can get this Simply Divine by look at the bookstore or Mall. Merely viewing or reviewing it might to be
your solve issue if you get difficulties for ones knowledge. Kinds of this guide are various. Not only by
simply written or printed but can you enjoy this book simply by e-book. In the modern era like now, you just
looking by your local mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose your own ways to
get more information about your book. It is most important to arrange yourself to make your knowledge are
still upgrade. Let's try to choose suitable ways for you.

William Kavanaugh:

That book can make you to feel relax. This book Simply Divine was multi-colored and of course has pictures
on the website. As we know that book Simply Divine has many kinds or style. Start from kids until
teenagers. For example Naruto or Private investigator Conan you can read and think that you are the
character on there. Therefore not at all of book tend to be make you bored, any it can make you feel happy,
fun and unwind. Try to choose the best book for you personally and try to like reading which.
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